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SUMMARY

Functions of the plotting hardware and the operations performed by the
NASTRANstructural plotter are summarizedto provide the user an insight into
how the programworks. The processing performed in response to each plot com-
mandis described and the interrelationships of the various parameters are
explained. To assist in the effective and efficient utilization of the system,
examplesare provided which also illustrate several not yet documentedcapabil-
ities of the Level 16 structural plotter.

INTRODUCTION

The NASTRANstructural plotting capability is used extensively for checking
the structural geometry, plotting the deformations and preparing figures for
reports. This paper is written, therefore, to provide someinsight into the
plotting procedures used by the upcomingNASTRANLevel16. With this insight,
the user can more confidently prepare his input to efficiently and effectively
exploit this plotting capability.

The interface betweenNASTRANand the basic plotting hardware is described.
The key words input by the user to drive the NASTRANplotter are explained in
terms of the tasks performed according to each command.The algorithms which
translate the structural data into plotting hardwarecommandsare described in
order to showhowsimple changes in the user's input can have significant
effects on efficiency. Manyillustrative examplesare used. However, for
brevity, the reader is assumedto have somefamiliarity with the basic input
and access to the NASTRANUser's Manual (ref. I).

In order to establish a commonbackgroundof plotting terminology, the
typical plotter hardware is described first, and the principles of computer
graphics for structural plotting are summarized. Then, the NASTRANplot files
are identified, the algorithms are presented, and finally, examplesof efficient
input sequencesare explained.

PLOTTINGHARDWARE

All the plotting hardware supported by NASTRAN(see Table I) requires the
samebasic output from NASTRAN.Therefore, rather than describing each plotter in
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detail, only the fundamental characteristics are presented. The basic commands
used by all plotters provide for the following:

i. Moving to a position

2. Drawing a line segment

3. "Typing" or drawing an alphanumeric or special character

The execution of these commandswill differ, of course, depending on the
type of plotter. If the plotter is a cathode ray tube type (CRT), these com-
mandsare translated into the movementof an electron beamacross a luminescent
screen (muchlike a television screen) from which a photograph is taken. That
film can then be viewed through an enlarger or it can be printed on paper. In
any case, the viewing area, or frame, is limited in size to the area provided
by the CRT.

The other plotters use a pen and draw directly on paper or other media.
Thesemaybe table plotters which are limited to an area the size of the table.
Drumplotters, which use rolls of paper, are limited only to the width of the
roll. Somemaximumframe dimensions are always required to establish the work-
ing area. In place of pens, someplotters mayuse heat sensitive tips and
special paper. In any case, the principles are the same.

To execute the plot commands,each plotter requires a methodof positioning
the pen or the electron beam. To accomplish this, each plotter works in an
internal system of units usually called "rasters". This orthogonal, two-
dimensional X and Y reference system has maximumraster values in the X and Y
directions, limited mainly by the paper or film size. Thenumberof rasters per
inch is a constant value for the plotter selected.

Care must be taken in defining the sequenceof positioning commands.For
the CRT,this is not a great problem in that the electron beamcan be moved
virtually instantaneously. However, for pen plotters, the movementof the pen
from one location to another requires considerable time with the pen either up
or down. This is true even if the plotter provides a "zip" mode. An efficient
sequencewill also utilize a shorter magnetic tape, the normal output media for
the plot commands.

The procedures for converting each of these commandsfor the plotter
selected are supplied by functional utilities in NASTRAN.Theseroutines con-
vert the structural data into line segmentsand issue the commandsto draw the
lines desired, to"type" or draw the characters required for titles and other
identifiers, andto start and stop the plotter.

BASICFUNCTIONS

The tasks performed by the NASTRANstructural plot moduleare relatively
simple. The plot routines must maketwo-dimensional drawings, provide labeling
information and control the plotting sequence. Thekey words given here in
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uotation marks are used =,u--=will be illustrated later as key words of the

[ASTRAN plot control language.

To create the two-dimensional image of a structural model, the program

ssumes a "plotting surface" exists in between the object to be plotted and the
iewer. For orthographic plots, the viewing point is assumed to be an infinite

_istance from the plotting surface so as to prevent perspective line distortions.

For perspective plots, a finite distance is used and line distortions are com-

)uted. For stereographic plots, two perspective plots are created from two dif-

ferent locations of the viewing point. The mathematical transformations used

_re presented in the Theoretical Manual (ref. 2) under Computer Graphics.

Once the plotter is selected and the frame size is established, a plotting

!'region" is established. This region, which allows for margins on each edge of

_he plot frame, will be varied to accommodate titling information, frame identi-

Fication, and user-specified plot region sizes. Thus, the size may expand or

_ontract at different phases of the plotting computations, but it never goes

>eyond the specified plotter's frame limits. All lines and characters must

_ppear within the outer margins of the plot frame, otherwise they will be

l'clipped".

I The picture on the plotting surface must not only be contained in the plot-

ting region; it should be centered. To appropriately place the picture in the

plotting region, a "scale" and "origin" approach is used. Note that for ortho-

graphic plots, moving the plotting surface towards or away from the object will

not change the image size as it will for perspective plots. The program will

iselect, or the user must specify, the scale and origin to be used. This scale

is used as a conversion factor for transforming the model's projected structural
coordinates into the two-dimensional raster coordinates within the frame's limits

for the plotter. These raster eQordinates are then shifted relative to the

origin calculated for centering the final picture.

The viewable output is obtained by drawing lines to represent the element

connectivities in either the model's deformed or undeformed "shape". Due to

the difficulties encountered in viewing a complex three-dimensional deformed

shape on paper, a line or "vector" can be requested to show only the components

of deformation. These vectors are lines which may be attached to either the

deformed or the undeformed shape of the model.

Since the relative dimensions of the grid point deformations are small

compared with the structural coordinates of the model, NASTRAN exaggerates the

[magnitude of the deformations. This magnification factor must be specified by

the user. He must give the length (in the structure's and not the plotter's

raster coordinates) to which the maximum component of displacement is to be

scaled.

To further assist the user in the task of checking out his NASTRAN input

and/or output, the object to be plotted may be rotated for viewing from any

angle. The picture to be plotted will show the view facing the plotting sur-

face. This rotation is performed by specifying either "view" angles and/or

"axes" to be interchanged. Symmetric plots may be requested. They necessitate
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the interchange of axes to get a "left hand" coordinate system. Specifying view

angles alone will not suffice.

Finally, a complex structure requires labels and special symbols to

help identify the structural components for both the deformed and undeformed

plots. Selected "symbols" may be used or identification numbers may be requested

for grid points. For elements, "labels" can be requested to provide both the

identification numbers and the element type information. Special care is taken

in NASTRAN to position these labels to avoid misinterpretation and to enhance

their legibility.

The processing to translate the structural data into two-dimensional plots

using line segments, symbols and characters can be expensive. The resulting data

files, described next, can be sizeable. To help avoid inefficient use of t_e basic

functions, the subsequent chapters explain how the structural plotter commands

are processed by the NASTRAN plot modules.

PLOTTING DATA FILES

The data files to be processed by the NASTRAN structural plot modules consist

of control information and model data. The functions of the various input files

will be shown. The names of the files, however, may differ depending on the rigid

format.

The user defines his desired plot output via a separate section of the Case

Control Deck. These physical cards are read and interpreted by a special preface

routine. Unlike the other usual case control cards, the plot control commands

are simply interpreted as BCD, real or integer data and stored in one file (PCDB)

for future processing by the plot modules. All cards between the OUTPUT(PLOT)

and the BEGIN BULK or the OUTPUT(XYPLOT) cards are assumed to be structural plot

control cards.

The first phase of data analysis is performed by the PLTSET module which is

executed only once in each run. Its function is to analyze the SET cards, out-

put the GPSETS and ELSETS data files, issue error messages pertinent to the SET

data on the PLTSETX file and rewrite the PCDB control data to the PLTPAR file

with all SET definitions removed.

The two files GPSETS and ELSETS contain all the data required to specify the

objects to be plotted. For every set of elements defined, one record of data is

placed on each file whether it will later be used for plotting or not. Once

these files have been established in the PLTSET module, no modification of these

data is ever attempted.

For each set of elements, the ELSETS file lists the element type, its identi-

fication number and its connection points, which are entered as pointers into

the GPSETS file. The corresponding GPSETS file contains the flags specifying

all the grid points needed to draw those elements. It also specifies which

points are to be identified by symbols or labels.
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The actual plot tape is written by the PL@T module. The PL_T module analyzes

he remaining plotter commands by sequentially interpreting the PLTPAR file.

he processing of the data stored in each record of the ELSETS and GPSETS files

s supported by the following standard input files as required:

CASECC - provides plot headings

BGPDT - provides undeformed grid coordinates

EQEXIN - provides grid identification numbers

SIL - controls use of PLTDSPI and PLTDSP2 files

PLTDSPI - provides deformations for requests using STATIC

PLTDSP2 - provides deformations for all other requests

The PL@T module is executed twice in most runs, first for undeformed and then

!or deformed plots depending on the value of a DMAP parameter. Input data on the

ILTPAR file is interpreted sequentially. Plot requests applicable to the second

_ass are skipped on the first pass. Error messages and plot identification

_essages also occur in sequential order. Error messages pertinent to either the

ndeformed or deformed plots appear during the undeformed analysis. Messages

)ertinent to the deformed plots appear only on the second pass. All messages

re output on the PL_TX file.

i The deformation files, PLTDSPI and PLTDSP2, are created for use by the PL_T

odule by the normal output processing modules of NASTRAN (e.g.,SDRI). These

ata files contain only the three translational components in the basic coordi-

nate system. Each set of data is identified as to type, subcase, and the appro-

_rlate frequency, eigenvalue or time.

The actual sequence of operations on these files is described next.

PROCESSING SEQUENCE

Lengthy calculations may be required of the plot modules, which suggests that

care be given in the usage of certain input commands. These are described below

to give the user insight into how the plotter will interpret each command. Since

leach card is acted upon in sequence, the usual structural plotter commands are

presented below in the sequence that they should be input to the program. More

detailed definitions for each key word can be obtained from reference i. Table 2

illustrates the interaction of the plotting parameters for the discussion below.

The next chapter presents many examples along with some interesting undocumented

!options.

The @UTPUT(PL@T) Card

This card indicates that the Case Control cards to follow are plot commands.

All such cards up to an @UTPUT(XYPL@T) or a BEGIN BULK are assumed to be struc-

tural plot commands.
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The SET Card

This card initiates the creation of a scratch file containing all the plottabl_

elements. These elements are those with geometric coordinates and at least two

grid points. Only data on connections, element type and element number are on

this file. This list is then scanned for each SET the user defines. Each SET

card is then interpreted. Each element in the scratch file is scanned, and if

its type and/or number is INCLUDED and not later EXCLUDED*, that element is

accepted.

The SET card may also be used to restrict the output of grid point related

labels, symbols and deformation vectors. The basic grid point data is obtained

from the element set connectivities and therefore can not be expanded. Thus,

INCLUDE GRID has no meaning unless it follows EXCLUDE GRID. Note here, that the

key word GRID must always follow the INCLUDE, EXCLUDE or EXCEPT commands. In

Level 16, some elements (e.g., AER_) automatically use EXCLUDE GRID.

The CSCALE Card

If used, this card must appear before each PL_TTER request to set the scaling

parameter which allows the user to change the raster dimensions of the characters

to be used in all subsequent operations. This scaling is useful if the plot out-

put is to be post processed to enlarge a frame without also enlarging the char-

acters or destroying their spacing. Thus, this parameter is input as the inverse

of the factor the post processor will use to magnify the frame. Table i shows

the character size for each plotter supported by NASTRAN.

The PL_TTER Card

To define the desired plotting hardware, the PL@TTER, PAPER SIZE and

CAMERA or PEN parameters are specified. The first two set the parameters shown

in Table 1 and initialize the plotter. PAPER SIZE controls the maximum plotting

area for table or drum plotters. If a size larger than the maximum fixed dimension

for that plotter is specified, the default is used. If the PL@TTER command is

encountered later in the input stream, either by error or by design to change

plotters, only those parameters following that card can be relied upon for use

in subsequent computations. Therefore, all but the CSCALE parameter should be

respecified.

The AXES, VIEW and MAXIMUM DEFORMATION Parameter

These three cards are used to orient and define the size of the object to be

plotted. These parameters must be set before the FIND card is input. Once set,

* This feature now works in Level 16.
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they are changed only by another AXES, VIEW, or MAXIMUMDEF_RMATI@N card. How-

ever, if any one of these cards occur between a FIND and a PL_T card, the results

may not be properly scaled and centered.

The MAXIMUM DEF_RMATI_N parameter is used to scale up the deformations which

_are usually very small compared to the overall dimensions of the structural model.

If the user does not specify a value, the program assumes a default of 5% of the

maximum X or Y range in the structural coordinates of the current view. This is

usually adequate. However, small deformations may not show up. Large deforma-

tions may cause undesirable distortions if this parameter is too large.

The SCALE and _RIGIN Card

Once the overall size of the object to be plotted is determined using the

above parameters, it must be scaled and an origin selected to fit the picture in

the frame. With these cards, the user can set the parameters himself, but the

calculation process is error prone and the FIND option is recommended.

The FIND Card

I

This card is optional but it is recommended to let the program compute the

SCALE, _RIGIN, and VANTAGE P_INT parameters. The latter is only calculated if

PERSPECTIVE or STEREO plots have been requested. If any word appears following

the FIND, n__odefaults are used. Instead, it is assumed the unspecified parameters

already have been set. Only the specified parameters will be calculated.

The data operations caused by the FIND card are extensive. After interpreting

the input, the GPSETS record for the SET specified on the FIND card, or the first

well-defined set in the plot input is read into core. The three geometric coor-

dinates for the grid points in that set are read from the BGPDT file. These

coordinates are transformed to correspond to the VIEW and AXES specified. From

this transformed data, the minimum and maximum X and Y locations are obtained and

added to the previously defined MAXIMUM DEFORMATION to determine the SCALE and

ORIGIN required to place the object within the frame.

Another parameter, REGION, is a convenience parameter used to set up an origin

and scale such that only part of the frame is available for plotting a given SET.

Thus, mere than one SET could be plotted on the same frame, but in different lo-

cations and with different options. Because only one SCALE exists, the sets to be

plotted should be of similar dimensions. Different sets may be used but each

lwill be plotted using the SCALE from the last FIND card processed before the

IPL_T command. Note, however, plotting may occur outside of this region since

REGION is only a convenience parameter used by the FIND card. Its designed use

is to facilitate the SYMMETRY option on the PL_T card. For user convenience

when defining the REGION, the frame dimensions are scaled from 0.0 on the lower

left to 1.0 on the upper right.
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The PLCTCard

After the FINDcard is processed, the program is ready to process the PLCT
card. Following the word PLCT,additional identifying data are expected only if
the request is to be for deformedplots. Otherwise, it defaults to undeformed
plots. If a scale or an origin had not been set up, a default value is obtained
and the first well-defined set is utilized. Thewords STATIC,M_DAL,CM_DAL,
TRANSIENTor FREQUENCYmaybe used followed by DEFCRMATICN,VEL¢CITYor ACCELER-
ATION. Note that the latter two are only valid for FREQUENCYor TRANSIENT
requests. For deformedplots additional control parameters can be input. These
parameters include RANGEor TIMEand PHASELAGor MAGNITUDE.RANGEor TIME
(which are interchangeable key words) restrict the cases to be plotted. Units
of frequency are used for RANGEwhenMEDAL,CMCDALor FREQUENCYfollow the word
PLCT. For buckling analyses, the eigenvalue itself is used. For TRANSIENT,
units of time are used. For STATICS,only the subcasenumbercanbe used to
select the displacement set to be plotted. For CMCDALand FREQUENCYwhere com-
plex variable deformations U are to be plotted, the user has a choice of PHASELAGC
(U = URCOS@ + Ulsin@ with @ in degrees with a default of 0.0) or MAGNITUDE

= +
NASTRAN first processes all requests for undeformed plots. Then, once the

desired solution is obtained, the plot requests are again scanned. On this pass,

the undeformed plot requests are skipped and only the deformed plot requests are

honored. On this second pass, each case on the appropriate deformation input

file is checked against the subcase and range parameters specified. If not re-

quested, that case is skipped until either one is found or no more cases exist.

Once a valid PLCT request is identified, the remaining parameters on the card

are read. These parameters include SET, CRIGIN, SHAPE, SYMBCL, LABEL, VECTOR,

DENSITY, PEN, SYMMETRY, ANTISYMMETRY, and MAXIMUM DEFCRMATICN. The first occur-

rence of SET is stored. Thereafter either an end-of-logical card or another SET

request causes the stored parameters to be plotted. Before reading parameters

for the next SET to be plotted, some parameters are reinitialized. These are

LABEL, SHAPE, SYMBCL, SYMMETRY or ANTISYMMETRY, and VECTCR. These parameters

must be respecified if they are to be used for plotting the next SET. SHAPE is

used as a default.

For stereo plots, the control parameters are kept in core and the data files

are reprocessed.

Plotting the SET

So far, the call to plot a set of elements has been described only in sketchy

terms. This call needs to be explained in more detail. First, the remaining

words of open core must exceed

NGP + 3 * NGPSET + N (undeformed plots)

NGP + 8 * NGPSET + M (deformed plots)
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_here NGP is the number of grid and scalar points in the model, NGPSET is the

lumber of grids in the set being plotted, and where N is the number of words in

NASTRAN buffers plus the plotter buffer. To find the size of the plotter buffer,

_ake the record size from Table i and divide by the number of characters per word

For the machine being used. M is one NASTRAN buffer-size larger than N. What

_emains of open core is used, unless VECTOR NR is requested, to create a pen

>ptimization sequence. This adds to the space required by at least NGPSET plus

--_o times the number of edges on the elements in the set.
i

i For the element set to be plotted, the displacements, velocities or acceler-

ations for points in the set are read into core from the appropriate file and,

If necessary, are converted from complex to real numbers as described above.

_t this time the maximum component is also found and stored. This is the maximum

For all grid points, not just for those in the set.

For deformed plots, the deformations are processed according to the symmetry

pptions and the values are rotated and scaled to the user requests. The scaling
Function is

_here M is from the MAXIMUM DEFORMATION card, M is the maximum specified on the
¢

L@T card or alternatively the actual maximum component value, and u is each input

_omponent of the displacement, velocity or acceleration vector.

If the SHAPE (outline of each element) is to be drawn, phase one of the pen

5ptimization is performed. The output is a list of pointers to a second array

that lists all connections to the grid associated with the pointer. This process

nvolves two sorts on the lines in the set. The core used for this operation may

e monitor--edby turning on DIAG 25 in the Executive Control Deck. These sorts

involve extensive calculations proportional to the square of the number of lines

in the set.

These arrays are used for drawing the lines in both the undeformed and de-

formed SHAPE plots (phase 2). If the arrays could not be created in phase i due

to core restrictions, optimization is not performed and all edges are drawn for

each element directly from the ELSETS file.

i

The resultant plot for Demonstration Problem 1-2-1 shown in Figure i provides

he following statistics for using the SHAPE option:

Number of rasters movement for With

Array

drawing lines ........... 8,127

repositioning pen ....... 0

8,127

Without Percentage

Array increase

14,314 76%

20,657 154%

is data was calculated from a DIAG 30 dump using an SC 4020 plotter. Note

AG 30 is special purpose and must not be set in the Executive Control Deck.
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Drawingthe VECTORrequests causes additional computation. Dependingon
the requests, as manyas three lines mayhave to be calculated for plotting
at each grid point, one for each componentof deformation. Thesecalculations,
whether for componentsor the vector resultant, must include the appropriate
axes transformation, rotation and projection onto the plotting surface.

Grid identification includes SYMBCLSand LABELS. The SYMB@LSare simply
drawn (or typed) from standard tables available. The grid identification
LABELSare obtained by searching the EQEXINfile to obtain the external grid
point ID. Element identification numbersand element type identification
LABELSare found by rereading the ELSETSfile. TheseLABELSare centered and
aligned relative to one of the element's edges. Sucheffort in locating and
orienting each of these labels and symbols adds considerably to the computation
time required for the PL_Tmodule.

EXAMPLESANDALTERNATIVES

Various input techniques are illustrated. Waysare shownfor improving
efficiency, simplifying the input, and exploiting the capabilities of the
NASTRANstructural plotter.

Input Syntax

The formatting rules for the NASTRANCaseControl deck apply also to the plot
commandsegmentof that deck. Delimiters (e.g., "/", "=", "(", ")", and ",")
maybe used freely since they are ignored, that is, except for the commaif it
is the last character on the card. Only the first four characters of the key
word suffice unless the word would not be unique (e.g., PL_TTERand PL_T).
Elementnames(QUADIand QUAD2,etc.) must be completely specified. Unlike normal
CaseControl, real numbersmaybe input as integers on the plot control card.

The four key commands(SET,PL_TTER,FIND and PL_T)must be the first word
on the card. All the other key words mayshare the samecard since they identify
parameterswhich are stored. For example:

$ FIRSTVIEW
VIEW= i0.0, 20.5, 0.0
AXES= Z, X, Y

could be specified as
VIEWi0, 20.5,AXESZ, X, Y $ FIRSTVIEW.

This card also illustrates the use of "$" for commentson a commandcard, and the
acceptanceof default values for the third VIEWangle. That default is 0.0 in
this case because it is the "FIRSTVIEW". Otherwise, the default would be the
previously set value. If two angles had not been specified, the programwould
use the defaults for the secondand third angle. Incidentally, using this combinil
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feature will not only reduce the size of the data files but will help preserve
!the sequenceof the input deck if it is dropped.

Using the FIND Card

The FIND card is optional but recommended. The parameters SCALE and @RIGIN

could be calculated manually and input directly. An undocumented feature, used

to manipulate the SCALE factor for special effects, illustrated by

FIND SCALE 0.9, _RIGIN i00, SET 20

would reduce the calculated scaling factor to 90%. Note that SET 20 need not

contain all the elements to be pictured later with the PL_T command. This set

can be uniquely defined to establish a special scale factor and origin so that

a limited area of a model may be selectively plotted. This concept depends on

the fact that lines will be "clipped" if they fall outside the range of the

plotter frame area. Hence, any elements outside the bounds of the SET used to

define SCALE and _RIGIN will be eliminated automatically.

The element SET created especially for use by the FIND card should be small.

Recall that the coordinates for all grid points defined by a SET are read into

open core. A 3 x 3 matrix transformation is performed to rotate them to the cur-

rent view. Then, only the maximum and minimum values on the plotting surface are

used to calculate SCALE and #RIGIN. Also, the elements of the SET must be care-

fully selected to include the extremities of the object as it will appear when

projected onto the plotting surface. For perspective projections, all three di-

mensions of the object must be considered.

For the plate model shown in Figure 2, the following commands could be used

assuming the model includes only the first quadrant of the plate:

@UTPUT (PL#T)

SET 2 = i, 5, 31, 36

SET i = ALL

VIEW ...

AXES ...

FIND

PL@T SET 1

Note that the FIND card without any other key parameter will request all the de-

faults to be taken. SET 2 will be used since it is the first well-defined set.

Had SET i been used, 36/16 more work would have been performed to find SCALE and

_RIGIN. On larger models, these savings would be substantial.

The REGION parameter on the FIND card can be used for plotting symmetric seg-

ments of the model illustrated in Figure 2. Assuming only the first quadrant of

the square plate is specified in the model, all four quadrants could be plotted

on the same frame with:



SET1 = i, 5, 31, 36
SET2 -- ALL
VIEW60, 20, 0
FINDSCALE_RIGINi0 SET1 REGI#N .43, .26, i, i
PL_TSETI, SETi, SYMMETRYX,

SETi, SYMMY, SETi, SYMMETRYXY

Assumingthe entire plate is to be centered in the plotting frame, the parameters
were selected so that the first quadrant would be centered in the REGI@Nspeci-
fied. It should also be noted that the symmetryaxes specified on the PL_Tcard
are always assumedto refer to the basic coordinate system, not the axes of the
plot frame. The SYMMplotter option can only work correctly if the plane(s) of
structural syrmnetryalign with the basic coordinate system axes.

An alternate methodis available for plotting the entire plate shownin Fig-
ure 2 using the AXEScard as follows:

#UTPUT(PL_T)
SETi = i, 5, 31, 36
SET2 = ALL
VIEW60, 20

PL_TSET2
AXESZ, MX,Y
FIND

PL@TSET2
AXESZ, MX,MY
FIND

PL_TSET2
AXESZ, X, MY
FIND

PL_TSET2

$(QUADi - AXESZ, X, Y)

$(QUAD2)

$ (QUAD3)

$ (QUAD4)

This approachis moreexpensive due to the numberof FINDrequests. Also, not
one, but four plots are required. If care is taken in defining the SETused to
define SCALE,all the plots will be to the samescale and can later be integrated
into one large figure. A more subtle methodof forcing the samescale would be
to add "_RIGIN I, SETi" to all but the first FINDcard. The first FINDwould
computethe scale factor. Because"SCALE"is not input on the subsequentFIND
cards, that factor is used as the default.

PL_TCard - Deformation Selection

Eigenvalue analysis results usually include eigenvectors that need not be
plotted. Thesemaybe the rigid body modesor, on restart, they might be the
first I0 modeswhich were plotted previously. For these cases, since the fre-
quency(or eigenvalue) already is known, the RANGEparameter on the PL_Tcard
canbe used. However,whenthe frequency is not knownbeforehand, a different
approachmust be used. Here is where the MODESCaseControl card can be used
to advantage. An examplefor plotting modes5, 6, and 7 follows:
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METHOD--i00
SUBCASEIi

M_DES= 4

SUB CASE 15

M_DES = 3

SUBCASE 18

_UTPUT (PLCT)

$ FIRST THRU F#URTH SUBCASE - M@DES 1 THR@UGH 4

.$ FIFTH THRU SEVENTH SUBCASE - M@DES 5 THRCUGH 7

$ REMAINING SUBCASE - ALL @THER M@DES

SET i = PL@TEL $ USED @NLY FOR * FIND * CARD

SET 3 = ALL EXCLUDE PL@TEL

MAXI DEF_ 6, AXES Y, Z, X, VIEW 30, 45

FIND SCALE i.i, @RIGIN i, SET i, REGI@N 0.4, O, I, i

PL@T M_DAL DEF@ 15 to 17, SET I, SET i SYMMETRY X

These plots are controlled by the subcase numbers (e.g., 15 & 17) and not the mode

number or RANGE of frequency. Note that Subcase 18 in Case Control had to be

specified since M@DES must not be used in the last subcase. The PL@TEL elements

are introduced to define the model extremities for use by the FIND card. Notice

that using the SYMMETRY option, mirror images are plotted for both the deformation

and the model on the left and right sides of the plot frame. If instead, the

ANTISYMMETRIC option were used, the direction of the deformation would be reversed

for the mirror image only.

PL@T Card - Restricted Labeling

Being able to plot multiple sets per frame can be useful in providing differ-

ent plot options for each SET. For example:

SET 4 = PL_TEL $ FOR USE BY * FIND * CARD

SET 3 = SHEAR, EXCLUDE GRIDS i00 THRU 276,

EXCEPT GRID P@INTS 123, 192

SET 5 = BAR

FIND SCALE, @RIGIN 5, SET 4

PL@T FREQ VEL@CITY 0, SET 3, SHAPE, LABEL (B@TH)

SET 5, VECTOR NR, SYMBOL 7

illustrates a method for selectively labeling elements and grid points• Notice

that all SHEAR elements, and not the BAR elements will be drawn and labeled• The

BAR element set is used only to define the grid points to be associated with the

VECTOR option. Only a portion of the grid points in SET 3 will be identified

by number. Those in SET 5 will be identified by a symbol. Hence, some grids

may be given both a symbol and a label.

The VECTOR NR option applies only to grid points in SET 5 preventing the plot

of any underlay for these elements. However, the SHAPE of SET 3 will be drawn.

Had grids been excluded from SET 5, both the vector and the symbol for those

grids would no___ttbe plotted.
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PL@TCard - MAXI_TMDEF_P@[ATI_NParameter

With CRTfilm plots, a movie can be madefrom a transient solution. This re- Iquires the user to select a value for the maximumdisplacement applicable to all
time steps. This value is specified with the MAXIDEF_parameter on the PL_Tcard.
If not used, the PL_Tmodulewould scale each time step vector differently, based !
on the maximumcomponentfor that one vector only. With the MAXIDEF_parameter
on the PL_Tcard, all time steps will be plotted to the samescale in order to
preserve the relative difference from frame to frame.

TheMAXIDEF_parameter can also be used to modify the scale used in plotting
the deformations of a subset of elements. This becomesimportant whena SETis
located in the modelwhere displacements are small relative to the overall maxi-
mum. Otherwise, the plotted deformations will be scaled to the maximumover all
grid points in the model and not the maximumdeformation of the grids contained
in the SET.

PL@TCard - Element SETSelection

The issue here is efficiency. By choosing element SETscarefully, significant
gains can be realized.

TheSHAPEoption on the PL_Tcard initiates two expensive sort operations
which are always executed, unless open core is too limited. This sorting elimi-
nates redundant lines encounteredwhenmore than one element connects the same
pair of grid points. Oncethe unique lines have been identified, an optimum
sequencefor plotting these lines is established as described earlier and illus-
trated in Figure 1. However, if VECTORNRis specified, any SHAPEor underlay
requests and the associated line processing is bypassed.

Complicated models often include elements that add no unique lines. For in-

stance, shear panels are frequently used with rod elements on all four edges.

The most efficient choice would be to EXCLUDE the shear panel elements by its

type or by the individual element number:

SET 5 = ALL EXCLUDE SHEAR 526, 15, 1025

Of course, for checking out a model, all elements should be plotted to verify

overall consistency of the input. The alternative here is to divide the elements

into subsets and request several SETs to be plotted on the same or on separate

PL_T commands. Thus, the open core required to store data for any one set is

reduced. Because the sorting time is proportional to the square of the number

of lines in a SET, the CPU time also will be reduced.
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CONCLUDING P-.=.._JJ_KS

The examples throughout the paper have been designed to illustrate the flexi-

ility and utility of the NASTRAN structural plotter. Each set of input commands

as presented as a functional entity. The purpose was not to describe it in de-

all. The purpose was to inspire the reader to experiment.
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TABLE 2. INTERACTION OF PLOTTING PARAMETERS

Other

Parameters

Affected

_RTH_GRAPHIC

PERSPECTIVE

STERE_

PL_TTER

PAPER SIZE

_RIGIN

SCALE

CSCALE

PR_J PLANE

VANT P_INT

FIND

PL_T

VIEW #

AXES #

MAXI DEF_ #

CAMERA #

PEN #

BLANK FRAME #

_CULAR SEPA'

SET

Default

Options

YES

NO

NO

SC, 4020

8-I/2x ii

1.0

1.0

REQUIRED

X,Y,Z

0.0

PAPER

i

I

2.756

REQUIRED

Parameter Specified by User

U

U

S U

A U U U U

U A

D D D D S

D D D D S

U U S

D D D

D D D

D

U U

U U U U

U U U U

U U

U U

U U

U U

U U

S U U

S R U

A

A

U U

U U

U U

U

U

U

U U

U U

Code

* - Program generates all values required if not set by user.

A - Action parameter_ Activates computation when encountered.

D - Default values restored. User must respecify if alternate values
desired.

R - Recalculated if requested.

S - Stored for later use. Minor calculations may be initiated.

U - Existing values utilized if required for projection, plotter.

- Stored for later use, does not cause change in other parameters.
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Figure i.- Path of plotting pen for Demonstration Problem 1-2-1.

Y

ELEMENT NUMBER/---
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/ /_ QUADRANTS

/ / / OF MODEL

---_- i------- /-
_ _ ....//fFIND REGION

f PLOTTING REGION

Figure 2.- Example illustrating SYMMETRY, REGION and SET,

as used with the FIND and PL_T commands.
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